The equivalent filter response in the simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing system is determined by the temporal precision and duration time of optical pulses. To achieve narrow-bandwidth filter response at high central frequency, a pulse shaping scheme based on the time-frequency mapping and attenuation-delay coupling is presented. The effect introduced by attenuation-delay coupling is derived, and the method to search optimized parameters for target bandwidth, off-band suppression and central frequency is presented. Precise shaping of optical pulses with full width at half-maximum in sub-nanosecond order is realized in experiments, which can generate an equivalent filter with bandwidth of 0.93 GHz and central frequency of 39.9 GHz in the simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing system.
Introduction
Recently, an simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing system [1] - [3] has been proposed. The system can achieve the integrated function of filtering and digitizing of input RF signals by combining optical pulse shaping and photonic analog-to-digital convertors (PADC), and therefore avoids multi-stage electro-optic and optic-electric conversion in the direct cascade of microwave photonic filters (MPFs) [4] - [6] and PADCs [7] - [9] . In simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing systems, the received radio-frequency signals are filtered and modulated by a periodic optical pulse train, and then detected and digitized by low speed photodetector and ADC synchronized with the periodic optical pulse train. The output of the system is the sub-sampling of the received RF signals filtered by the equivalent filter. In the simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing system, the equivalent filter impulse response is determined by the temporal shape of the optical sampling pulse and the impulse response accounting from the analog filter to the ADC [3] . Therefore, in the simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing system, optical pulse shaping is one of the key issues, which is used to control the equivalent filter response. The central frequency and bandwidth of the equivalent filter response is mainly determined by the temporal precision and duration time of optical pulses. To achieve equivalent filter response with narrow bandwidth at high central frequency, optical pulses with both high temporal precision and long duration time are required in simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing systems. In previous work [1] - [3] , since temporal precision and duration time of the generated optical pulses are limited by pulse shaping schemes, what can be achieved is equivalent filter response with either high central frequency and wide bandwidth of 10 GHz [1] , or delicate bandwidth of 1 GHz and limited central frequency [2] , [3] . This motivates us to explore other pulse shaping schemes suitable to be implemented in simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing systems, so that the system can have narrow-bandwidth equivalent filter response at high central frequency.
Till to now, there are four typical optical arbitrary waveform generation (OAWG) schemes, namely, OAWG based on line-by-line Fourier transform [10] , [11] , OAWG based on direct time domain shaping [12] , [13] , OAWG based on temporal synthetization [14] - [16] , and OAWG based on time-frequency mapping [17] - [19] . However, there are different limitations when each of the four types of schemes is applied in simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing systems to realize high temporal precision optical pulse shaping with long duration time. OAWG based on line-by-line Fourier transform is limited on temporal shaping precision by the channel spacing of wavelength multiplexers when the optical pulse train with low repetition rate is used to release the bandwidth pressure on the back-end electrical process. For direct time domain shaping scheme, a pair of dispersion mediums with symmetric dispersion value is utilized to achieve pulse shaping by a modulator. The symmetric dispersive medium pair is difficult to manipulate, and the temporal precision of pulse shaping is degraded by the dispersive difference. In OAWG based on temporal synthetization, several copies of ultra-short optical pulses with different time delays and amplitudes are combined to generate optical pulses with designed temporal shapes. These schemes can generate optical pulses with high temporal precision. However, in order to generate longer pulses without degrading the temporal precision, the number of copies has to be greatly increased since the generated optical pulse is direct synthetized by ultra-short pulses [16] . The scheme based on time-frequency mapping maps the shaped spectrum profile to the time domain by the effect of dispersion. Without components with high spectrum shaping resolution, the scheme can reach high temporal shaping precision by dispersive modules with small dispersive value. However, small dispersive value will limit the reachable duration time of shaped optical pulses with certain optical spectrum width.
In this paper, an optical pulse shaping scheme is proposed to achieve narrow-bandwidth equivalent filter response at high central frequency in simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing systems. The proposed scheme achieves the precise manipulation of optical pulses with full width at half-maximum (FWHM) in sub-nanosecond order by combining time-frequency mapping and attenuation-delay coupling. The attenuation-delay coupling is introduced to assist the timefrequency mapping scheme to remit the conflict between high temporal precision and long duration time. The attenuation and delay in the proposed scheme are determined by an optimization computation. The proposed scheme and theoretical analysis are verified by simulation and experiment in simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing systems.
Modeling and Analysis
The schematic diagram of the proposed pulse shaping scheme based on time-frequency mapping and attenuation-delay coupling is shown in Fig. 1 .
The optical pulse train generated by a mode-locked laser (MLL) is first spectrally shaped by a programmable optical filter (POF). Then it is sent to a dispersive medium to conduct the timefrequency mapping that generates a time-domain waveform similar to the shaped spectrum [18] . The shaped pulses train is distributed to multiple paths by a power splitter to introduce different delay and attenuation. Finally, the adjusted pulse trains are coupled together to generate the pulse train with the target temporal profile.
The optical field of the MLL with period of T s can be simplified as a train of impulse function since the optical pulses are narrow enough compared with the impulse response of POF [20] . The optical field after POF with the response of h(t ) can be expressed as
In Eq. (1), symbol * represents for convolution. The optical filed in frequency domain is
where H (f ) is the amplitude-frequency response of POF. The spectrum of the pulse train after POF is a frequency comb with the same envelope as the filter response H (f ). When the dispersion value of the dispersive medium,¨ ν satisfies the far-field condition [21] , the optical field after timefrequency mapping can be expressed as
Eq.
(3) indicates that the shaped optical pulse is a scaled version of the programmable filter response H (f ) with a scale of¨ ν . If there is only one path in the attenuation-delay coupling, for a fixed filter response H (f ), the dispersive value should be larger to form a shaped pulse with longer duration time while the temporal precision is degraded since the frequency resolution of POF is mapped to a larger time scale. For attenuation-delay coupling scheme with multiple paths, suppose the amplitude-frequency response of POF is a multiplication of a Gaussian window and a cosine function, then the frequency response of POF can be shown as
where f 0 and σ 1 represent the mean and variance of the Gaussian window in optical domain while f c,λ is the frequency of the cosine function in amplitude-frequency response and the variance σ 1 indicates the optical spectrum range. It is to be noted that the response of POF is not limited to Gaussian shape, and therefore the generated optical shape will change to different shapes accordingly. To investigate the manipulation on the pulse shape, a single pulse is extracted from the pulse train and investigated in the following part. The combined optical field of N paths, with attenuation and delay of {x m , τ m }for mth path (m = 1, 2, . . . N), can be derived as
where t 0 =¨ ν · f 0 , and σ 2 =¨ 2 ν · σ 1 represent the mean and variance of the Gaussian window respectively. f c = f c,λ /¨ ν is the frequency of the cosine function after time-frequency mapping. The intensity of the combined pulses in time domain is the multiplication of the optical field in Eq. (5) and its complex conjugate e * 2,combined . It can be derived as
By Fourier transform, the intensity of the combined pulses in frequency domain, or intensity spectrum, is derived as
For simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing systems, the intensity spectrum of the combined pulses corresponds to the passband of the equivalent filter response [3] [22] . In Eq. (7), the last Gaussian item is the passband for optical pulses before attenuation-delay coupling. After attenuation-delay coupling, the passband is modified by the real part of the item in the brace, which is determined by the delay and attenuation of each path. Eq. (7) indicates that both central frequency and bandwidth of the equivalent filter response can be reconfigured as designed by configuring proper delay and attenuation and reconfiguring the frequency response of POF. The delay and attenuation parameters for a target passband can be found by solving the optimization problem
where f c_ideal is the target passband central frequency, pb_ideal is the target 3 dB bandwidth, and sp_ideal is the target off-band suppression. k i represents the weights, which can be adjusted to emphasize certain characteristic of the passband according to practical application requirements. The constraint ensures the real part of the item in brace in Eq. (8) to reach its maximum at the frequency of f c_ideal . Table 1 shows a set of optimized parameters for a target passband with central frequency of 40 GHz, 3 dB bandwidth of 1 GHz (corresponding the FWHM of 0.7 ns), and the off-band suppression of more than 20 dB when the optical spectrum range of the incident optical pulses and dispersive value are 12 nm and 100 ps/nm respectively. The passband formed according to parameters in Table 1 is depicted in Fig. (2) (a) in black together with the target passband in red. The passband utilizing the optimized parameters in Table 1 has the same central frequency and 3 dB bandwidth as the target passband, and its passband profile agrees well with the target passband. Other optimized passbands with central frequency at 31 GHz and 36 GHz, together with an optimized passband with central frequency of 40 GHz and bandwidth of 1.6 GHz are depicted in Fig. (2) (a) to illustrate the validity of the optimization problem in finding the parameters according to practical application requirements. Fig. ( 2)(b) shows the simulated minimum 3 dB bandwidth of a passband formed in a 5-path attenuation-delay coupling scheme under different optical spectrum ranges. The passband has the central frequency of 40 GHz and off-band suppression > 20 dB, and the spectrum resolution of POF is set to 0.08 nm and¨ v = 100 ps/nm in the simulation. For comparison, the bandwidth of passbands formed by single path in the same conditions are also shown in Fig. (2)(b) . It indicates that the proposed attenuation-delay coupling scheme can obtain a passband with a narrower available minimum 3 dB bandwidth while adopting the same optical spectrum range. As a result, the proposed scheme achieves high temporal shaping precision and long duration time simultaneously without increasing the optical spectrum range. By means of attenuation-delay coupling, without increasing the optical spectrum range, it remits the conflict between high temporal shaping precision and long duration time in OAWG scheme based on time-frequency mapping.
Experimental Verification
In order to verify the proposed pulse shaping scheme based on time-frequency mapping and attenuation-delay coupling, an experiment based on simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing systems utilizing the given scheme has been carried out. The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 3 . In the experiment, a Finisar Waveshaper 16000 s was used as POF with the setting resolution of 0.08 nm to shape the incident optical pulse train generated by a mode-locked laser with 36.5 MHz repetition rate and 14 nm linewidth. A 6.5 km G652.d single mode fiber (SMF) was used as the dispersive medium of ∼ 100 ps/nm. After pulse shaping, the incident optical pulses were amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and divided into five paths with variable optical attenuators (VOAs) and delay lines to control the attenuation and delay respectively. Since the whole experiment was conducted in an air-conditioned room, and the total lengths of fibers in different paths are small, no extra control on phase stability was implemented during the experiment. After introducing attenuation and delays as designed, the pulses in multiple paths were coupled together and sent to a 40 GHz Mach-Zehnder modulator biased at quadrature point to be modulated by the RF signal generated by a microwave signal generator. The microwave signal generator was controlled by the digitizer. The modulated pulse train was detected and digitized by a photodiode with 100 MHz bandwidth and a digitizer with an analog bandwidth of 650 MHz. By digitizing the input analog signal at various frequency points, the equivalent filter response was measured. For the measurement on the temporal intensity of the shaped optical pulses, a 50 GHz PD and a 70 GHz sampling oscilloscope (Keysight, DCA-X 86100D with 86118 A module) were utilized.
The optical spectrum of the pulses after Waveshaper, which was measured at point A in Fig. 3 , is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The spectrum shaping resolution of the POF was 0.08 nm, and the optical spectrum range was 12 nm. Fig. 4(b) shows the measured pulse waveform at B and C respectively. For pulses measured at point C, the delay and attenuation were set according to the optimized parameters in Table 1 . Pulses formed by multiple paths indicate that the scheme based on attenuation-delay coupling can generate shaped optical pulses with the FWHM of 0.7 ns. Next, the intensity spectra were calculated by Fourier transform from the temporal pulse's waveform in Fig. 4(b) and are shown in Fig. 4(c) . The intensity spectra can simulate the equivalent filter response of the optical pulses shaped by single path and multiple paths [1] . The simulated equivalent filter responses indicate that the 3 dB bandwidth is reduced from 2.44 GHz to 0.99 GHz when multiple paths were coupled together. Then, the intensity spectrum of optical pulses formed by the optimized parameters in Table 1 was simulated based on an available optical spectrum range of 12 nm and a 100 ps/nm dispersive medium. It is depicted as the designed filter response in Fig. 4(c) . The filter response simulated through experiment result is similar to the designed filter response in bandwidth and central frequency, however, it has some disagreement on the passband profile. This is mainly due to the distortion in time-frequency mapping and the setting error of the parameters in the experiment. At last, another simulation concerning the possible causes was conducted and its result is depicted in Fig. 4(c) as the simulated filter response, which fits well with the intensity spectrum of optical pulses shaped by multiple paths in experiment. Therefore, it proves that the parameters setting error and waveform distortion during the time-frequency-mapping are two major causes in passband distortion.
The equivalent filter responses of the pulse trains shaped by single path and multiple paths were measured and the measurements are depicted in Fig. 4(d) . The measured equivalent filter responses in Fig. 4(d) indicate that equivalent bandpass filters with central frequency at 38.74 GHz and 39.9 GHz are formed. The 3 dB bandwidth is decreased from 2.34 GHz to 0.93 GHz as multiple paths were coupled together to form the generated pulses. The difference on the bandwidth between the measured and simulated equivalent filter response is due to the slight change on the optical pulses during the experiment. The measured equivalent filter response in Fig. 4(d) agrees well with the simulated filter response based on measured optical pulses. Consequently, the experiment results verify that the simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing systems utilizing this scheme can achieve an equivalent filter working at 39 GHz with the bandwidth of 0.93 GHz with limited spectrum range of 12 nm. Unlike the time-frequency mapping scheme which either degrades central frequency or increases optical spectrum range, the proposed scheme can narrow bandwidth without the degradation or increase.
Conclusion
An optical pulse shaping scheme based on time-frequency mapping and attenuation-delay coupling is presented in this paper. Optical pulses without large optical spectrum range can be shaped into long pulses with high temporal precision to realize the simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing systems with narrow-bandwidth equivalent filter responses at high central frequency. The effect introduced by attenuation-delay coupling are derived, and the method to search optimized parameters for target bandwidth, off-band suppression and central frequency is presented. A proposed scheme with a dispersive medium of 100 ps/nm and 5-path attenuation-delay coupling is simulated and experimentally verified. A 0.7 ns (FWHM) pulse with temporal precision of 0.025 ns is obtained by shaping an incident 12 nm pulse, which can achieve an equivalent filter response with a Gaussian-like passband of 0.93 GHz at central frequency of 39.9 GHz in simultaneous photonic filtering and digitizing systems. The proposed scheme can also generate pulses in other shapes than the Gaussian-like one by changing the response of the POF, and therefore it can form equivalent filter responses with different passband shapes and adjustable central frequency.
